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Who am I?  



What is negotiation?  

Definition:
“An interpersonal decision-making process necessary whenever 
we cannot achieve our objectives single-handedly”
Examples: 
Buying a car; dividing chores with roommates; team projects 

Why isn’t everyone great at negotiating? 
● Faulty feedback + Confirmation Bias 
● Sacrificing / Settling as a crutch 
● Lack of good practice  



What is negotiation?  

Negotiation can increase your earnings by $500K over a lifetime. 
● 37% of people always negotiate their salaries

● 18% of percent of people never negotiate their salaries

● 44% of people don’t bring up the topic of a raise during their performance reviews

● 7% of women negotiate their first salary as opposed to 57% of men

● Those who negotiate their first salary are able to increase it by an average amount 
of 7%

● Not negotiating your first job can cost you ~8 years of salary over the 
course of your career!

Source: Salary.com

http://www.salary.com/most-people-don-t-negotiate-due-to-fear-lack-of-skills/slide/2/


Myths of Negotiation  

1. Negotiations are fixed-sum. 

2. You need to be either tough or soft.

3. Good negotiators are born.

4. Experience is a great teacher.

5. Good negotiators take risks.

6. Good negotiators rely on intuition.
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There are always ways to expand the pie. 

It depends on who you’re sitting across from, 
but it also helps to be yourself. 

Negotiation skills are not innate. 

Experience can reinforce terrible habits.

Good negotiators are strategic. 

Good negotiators do their homework and 
prepare. 



Strategy
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Interests vs. Positions  

Imagine you’re in a kitchen with a fellow chef and there’s only one 
orange. 
"I need that orange!!"
"Yes, but I need that orange as well!!"



Interests vs. Positions  

In a negotiation, it is important to be able to distinguish 
between positions and interests - both yours and the parties' 
with whom you are negotiating. Depending on which one you 
decide to focus on will affect your negotiation style and 
influence the outcomes.



Styles  

Competitive Style: To try to gain all there is to gain 

Accommodative Style: To be willing to yield all there is to yield 

Avoiding Style: To try to stay out of negotiation

Compromising Style: To try to split the difference or find an 
intermediate point according to some principle 

Collaborative Style: To try to find the maximum possible gain for both parties 
- by careful exploration of the interests of all the parties and often by 
enlarging the pie. 



BATNA, Reservation Points, Target Points 

● BATNA: Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (Fisher and Uy, 1981)
○ Know when to walk away
○ Test proposals
○ Accept things that are superior to your BATNA and reject anything that’s 

inferior to your BATNA
● Reservation Point: Lowest point you can go

○ Determines when you should walk away 
○ Judge offers based on this

● Target Point: Goal
○ Most ideal
○ Know before you enter negotiations
○ Okay to settle 

 



Anchor Points  



Salary Negotiation

1. Just do it
2. Ask questions and listen
3. Do your research
4. Proceed with confidence
5. Don’t be afraid to stall
6. Be creative - There’s more on the table than 

salary



Summary of Strategy + Exercise 

Pre-negotiation (10 minutes): 
1. Determine your interests 
2. Evaluate your position
3. Find your BATNA
4. Set your target point and reservation point accordingly

During Negotiation (15 minutes): 
1. Explore the interests of the other party, keeping alert to additional information 

as you negotiate. 
2. Seek to expand the pie, if possible.
3. Set/determine the anchor point 
4. Evaluate offers carefully, making sure not to leave anything on the table 

(effectively exploring the bargaining range).
5. Find the best possible settlement (depending on your strategy)



Post-Negotiation Discussion

● Results
● Why? 
● Assumptions, Perceptions, and Learnings



Additional Resources

● 99U: 5 Real-Life Salary Negotiations (And What You Can Learn From Them)
● The Muse: Get the Salary You Deserve: 4 Steps to Figuring Out What You’re 

Really Worth
● Medium: Career Advice No One Tells You
● Medium: How I Negotiated for an Additional $15,000 at Yammer

http://99u.com/articles/52075/5-real-life-salary-negotiations-and-what-you-can-learn-from-them?utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=%2A%20New%20BOTW%20Template%2011/22/15&utm_term=Sunday%20-%20Best%20of%20The%20Web
https://www.themuse.com/advice/get-the-salary-you-deserve-4-steps-to-figuring-out-what-youre-really-worth?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily_20160321_are-you-getting-the-salary-you-deserve-here-s-how-to-find-out&utm_source=blueshift&utm_term=bsft_&utm_content=daily_monday&bsft_eid=d7069068-38f5-453d-addc-d863324b8997&bsft_uid=35ce3e13-231b-45fc-ad8f-0ea400f09773
https://www.themuse.com/advice/get-the-salary-you-deserve-4-steps-to-figuring-out-what-youre-really-worth?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily_20160321_are-you-getting-the-salary-you-deserve-here-s-how-to-find-out&utm_source=blueshift&utm_term=bsft_&utm_content=daily_monday&bsft_eid=d7069068-38f5-453d-addc-d863324b8997&bsft_uid=35ce3e13-231b-45fc-ad8f-0ea400f09773
https://medium.com/life-learning/career-advice-no-one-tells-you-8be1bcd330cb#.t4xakbro6
https://medium.com/@TweetAnnaMarie/how-i-negotiated-for-an-additional-15-000-at-yammer-2d3c137623ec#.1pb67vajo
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